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Background:
Domain Generalization via Feature Augmentation
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 t-SNE visualization of concatenated feature-level style statistics

 Samples are clustered based on domain/style characteristics

Style statistics Φ = [𝜇𝜇,𝜎𝜎]

𝜇𝜇: channel-wise mean of the feature
𝜎𝜎: channel-wise standard deviation of the feature 



Background:
Domain Generalization via Feature Augmentation
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 MixStyle

 Generate new styles while keeping the content via AdaIN

 Improves generalization capability via style augmentation

[ICLR’21]

New style

[ICCV’17]

New style
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Motivation:
Issues in Style Augmentation based Ideas
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 DG is still regarded as a challenging problem due to:

 Lead to performance degradation

Cross-domain imbalance issueLarge style gap between source and target domains
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Motivation:
Contributions
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 Contributions of our work

 Can handle arbitrary domains while mitigating imbalance issue in DG

Cross-domain imbalance issue
-> Style balancing strategy at training

Large style gap between source and target domains
-> Test-time style shifting at testing phase
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Proposed Idea:
Style balancing at training
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 Process of style balancing for each class

Source domain 1

Source domain 2 Source domain 3

class 1

Step 1: Determining the number of samples to 
shift in each domain by class

 Two samples from domain 1 should be shifted 
to domain 2 and 3.



 Process of style balancing for each class

Proposed Idea:
Style balancing at training
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Select!

Source domain 1

Source domain 2 Source domain 3

Step 2: Sample selection

 Based on the distance measured between two 
samples (i.e.,                                                         ) for all 
sample pairs, choose one pair that has a minimum 
distance and select one sample  closer to all other 
samples.



 Process of style balancing for each class

Proposed Idea:
Style balancing at training
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Through this balancing process, all classes can explore more diverse styles.

Step 3: Balancing

 Shift the selected sample to the other domain 
via EFDMix [CVPR’22].

Source domain 1

Source domain 2 Source domain 3

Shift



Proposed Idea:
Test-time style shifting at testing
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 Test-time style shifting

 Given a target sample t, new style statistic             
of the sample are generated by

 Where                                                                ,          
indicates the mean of feature statistics in i-th
source domain,         is the mean of feature 
statistics over all source domains

Key Idea: Shifting the styles of each target sample to the nearest source domain that the model is 
already familiar (well trained) with.  



Proposed Idea:
Test-time style shifting at testing
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 Test-time style shifting

Key Idea: Shifting the styles of each target sample to the nearest source domain that the model is 
already familiar (well trained) with.  

This enables the model to always make reliable 
predictions in well-trained domains at test time 
without any additional model update.



Proposed Idea:
Style Balancing and Test-Time Style Shifting
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 Proposed method

 Step 1: Style Balancing

 Balance the number of samples for each class.
 Step 2: DG schemes

 Existing DG schemes such as MixStyle can be used.
 Step 3: Test-Time Style Shifting

 Shift the style of each test sample to the nearest source domain.



Experimental Results
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 Effect of style balancing (SB) and test-time style shifting (TS) on PACS dataset



Experimental Results
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 Results on imbalanced PACS dataset
• Notably, in domain and class imbalance scenarios, our style balancing module 

effectively plays an important role to resolve the imbalance issues.



Experimental Results
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 Results on imbalanced VLCS (left) and results in a single-domain 
generalization setup on PACS dataset (right).

• Our TS significantly boosts up the performance of existing methods in a single-
DG setup (right).

 Results on person re-ID task using Market1501 and GRID datasets.
• Our TSB can be applied to various tasks and bring performance improvements.



Conclusion

 We propose two effective strategies to handle the issues in domain 
generalization

 Test-time style shifting: handles any target domains with arbitrary styles.

 Style balancing: increases the potential of test-time style shifting while 
handling the DG-specific imbalance issues.

 We believe that our solution provides a new guideline for DG in practice with 
imbalance and domain shift issues.
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Thank you
Any questions?

Jungwuk Park
Email: savertm@kaist.ac.kr

Contact:
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